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Data & Analytics Agency
Increases CTR 870% with
Lotame’s DMP
CLIENT CHALLENGE

CTR

870%
Uplift

0.97%

0.1%

UNTARGETED TARGETED

Lotame’s DMP empowers publishers
Fuel is a marketing systems and analytics consultancy with the sole purpose of
helping clients make marketing relevant. Fuel implemented the Lotame DMP with the
objective of using audience data in order to personalize user experiences, enhance
creative development and delivery, and drive media efficiency through smart, datadriven buying. Their first task was to use the platform to score, segment and model
pre-defined audiences based on historical engagement with their client’s site. Once
segmented, the audiences would be activated through programmatic with established
targeting, with the goal of improving engagement.

to extract greater value out of every

impression they have. The ability to
create audiences with our own 1st

party data, with the option to enrich

it using 2nd & 3rd party data sources
has opened up more monetization

possibilities, putting us in a stronger
position than before.
SZE WENG LIM
Head of Industry Specialist, Mudah

LOTAME SOLUTION

REAL RESULTS

DMP FOR
SEGMENTATION

Fuel worked with Lotame’s platform to
score, segment and model pre-defined
audiences based on historical engagement
with their client’s site

870% increase in CTR for
modeled segments when
compared with standard
prospecting activity.

AUDIENCE
OPTIMIZER

Fuel worked with Lotame’s proprietary
predictive modeling solution to create
look-alike and act-alike segments based
on the pre-defined seed segments, which
were pushed to Fuel’s DSP for audience
targeting.

DMP FOR
TARGETING

Activated audiences via programmatic
for targeting media buys, to improve
engagement and decrease ad waste

By analyzing and scoring
their audience prior to
launching the advertising
campaign, Fuel was able to
focus their advertising spend
only on those who were
most likely to click through,
which drove the increased
campaign performance.

Want similar results for your business? Get in
touch! info@lotame.com lotame.com/dmp
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